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Sample size

The sample size for the ADVANCE clinical trial was determined as follows: "A sample size of 350 patients per group was estimated to provide
80% power to establish noninferior efficacy for the TAF-based regimen as compared with the standard-care regimen and for the TDF-based
regimen as compared with the standard-care regi- men.20 The additional comparison of the DTG- containing regimens (TAF-based vs. TDFbased) was also prespecified. These calculations assumed a noninferiority margin of !10 percentage points, as recommended by the FDA,21
with an assumed 80% efficacy in the standard-care group."

Data exclusions

Data exclusions were made for study participants with missing or failed genotype testing as described in the results section and displayed in
the consort diagram in the study schema Figure 1.

Replication

Data analytic code for primary and secondary outcomes was replicated by two separate study investigators (MJS and BS) and compared until
identical. All failed HIV-1 RNA viral deep sequencing specimens were repeated. No other replication experiments was conducted

Randomization

Treatment allocation in the ADVANCE clinical trial was randomized using centralized, computer generated randomization procedures.

Blinding

The ADVANCE clinical trial was an open-label study
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Population characteristics

The study enrolled non-pregnant individuals over 12 years old with HIV infection and naive to antiretroviral therapy from HIV
clinics in Johannesburg, South Africa.

Recruitment

The ADVANCE trial is an open-label, non-inferiority, phase three clinical trial comparing three regimens for the initial
treatment of HIV. Individuals were recruited from 11 public HIV clinics in Johannesburg, South Africa. All study visits and data
collection procedures were performed at one of two research clinics in Johannesburg operated by the study staff. Consenting
participants were randomized in a 1:1:1 ratio to (i) tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF), emtricitabine (FTC), EFV; (ii) TDF, FTC,
DTG, or (iii) tenofovir alafenamide fumarate (TAF), FTC, and DTG. In this sub-analysis, we included only individuals who
consented to storage of blood and completed successful sequencing of their pre-treatment HIV-1 RNA. The restriction to this
sub-study could contribute selection bias to our study. To account for this, we analyzed differences between participants who
did and did not contribute to this sub-study, and conducted all analyses of our outcomes in multivariable adjusted regression
models to minimize contributions of potential confounders.

Ethics oversight

The study was approved by the institutional review board at the University of the Witwatersrand. All study participants gave
written informed consent to participate.

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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Clinical trial registration

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03122262

Study protocol

Primary results of the ADVANCE clinical trial and the full protocol are available here: https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/
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